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JUSTICE BRISTER , joined by JUSTICE WAINWRIGHT and JUSTICE WILLETT , concurring.
I concur in the Court’s judgment setting aside the default judgment against Norma Avitia.
But I dissent to the Court’s abrogation of one of the oldest procedural rules in Texas.
For 150 years, the rule has been that a default judgment cannot be based on an amended
petition seeking more onerous relief unless the amendment was served with citation. As we said in
Weaver v. Hartford Accident & Indemnity Co., “new citation is necessary for a party who has not
appeared when the plaintiff, by amended petition, seeks a more onerous judgment than prayed for
in the original pleading.”1 This Court, for example, applied that rule three times shortly before the
Civil War.2 By 1887, we called the rule “well established”:
The rule is well established in our state that a defendant who has been cited, but has
not answer[ed], must be notified of every amendment which sets up a new cause of
action, or requires a more onerous judgment against him; but, if he has pleaded to the
action, the only notice to which he is entitled is the order of court granting leave to
file the amendment.3
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There are good reasons for this rule. A citation is an official notice from a court officer,4 is
accompanied by the petition,5 and warns recipients that they must answer by a stated deadline or
“judgment by default may be rendered for the relief demanded in the petition.”6 A person served
with citation can be under no misconceptions about the effect of ignoring that petition.
By contrast, a petition received in the mail is not an official notice from a court but an
adversary’s list of complaints. It is not even directed to the recipient, but like all other pleadings is
directed to the court. It states no deadlines, no actions necessary to avoid default, not even a hint that
default might occur. Reasonable laymen receiving such a document in the mail might simply ignore
it, and under Texas law have long been entitled to do precisely that.7
But what about those who receive one petition with citation and a second one in the mail?
The first has come with an official court notice; the second has not. The first says an answer is
required; the second does not. The first says the court may grant the relief demanded in the petition
if it is ignored; the second does not. Perhaps modern litigants are more sophisticated than those of
the past 150 years, but many will still be surprised to learn the second petition is the one they should
worry about.
In addition to unsophisticated litigants, we must also be concerned about their opposite —
very sophisticated litigants who would bend the rules to their advantage. A plaintiff usually cannot
know in advance whether a defendant will fail to answer, but they will always know once default
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occurs. It would be easy in such cases to take advantage of a defaulting defendant by simply mailing
an amended petition that raises the stakes.
The amendments to Rule 21a in 1990 did not abrogate this traditional rule. Since its adoption
in 1947, Rule 21a has always stated that it does not apply to “citation to be served upon the filing
of a cause of action.”8 The Court misstates this exception by limiting it to the original petition;9 that
is nowhere in the rule. None of the rules regarding citation are limited to the original petition, nor
do they define which petitions need citation. So while it is true that “nothing in the rules” requires
citation for more onerous amendments,10 nothing in the rules dispenses with it either. The law
regarding which petitions require citation has always been in our cases, which until today had never
changed.
The Court seems to think the 1990 amendment to Rule 21a was a new creation “to provide
for a variety of methods of service, including certified or registered mail, for all pleadings and court
papers except the original petition.”11 But litigants have been able to serve amended pleadings by
mail since our first rules of procedure were adopted in 1940.12 The 1990 amendment merely
consolidated three separate service rules (rule 21a for notices, rule 60 for interventions, and rule 72
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for pleadings).13 Consolidating all three into rule 21a could not change the rule in Weaver because
by its own terms rule 21a does not apply when citation is required.
Indeed, if the 1990 amendment changed such an old and well-established rule, it is odd that
no one noticed at the time. Nothing in the Advisory Committee’s records suggest such a change was
intended, and the only comment appended to the change was that it added service by fax “[t]o allow
for service by current delivery means and technologies.”14 Law review articles addressing the 1990
amendments did not notice the change at the time,15 and most guides for practitioners have not
noticed it since.16
Nor has this Court. We stated the Weaver rule as law as recently as 2006.17 And in Baker
v. Monsanto Co. in 2003, we interpreted the 1990 addition of interventions to Rule 21a to mean that
mailing was sufficient service as to parties that appeared, but service with citation was necessary for
those that did not.18 If Rule 21a means all amendments after the original petition can be served by
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mail, it is hard to see why we did not extend intervenors the same right under the same rule.
We must interpret the rules of civil procedure liberally,19 but we should hesitate to interpret
them in a way completely unforeseen by those who drafted them. Nor should we interpret them to
make litigation unjust or unfair,20 as will no doubt occur if more onerous amended petitions can
simply be dropped in the mail on defaulting defendants. Accordingly, I would not discard a rule that
has worked so long so well so casually.

__________________________________
Scott Brister,
Justice
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